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Talking with the Juniors

Home thoughts on the contract

FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

The informal gathering of juniors had been arranged some

weeks before. It chanced to be on a day when there was yet

another of those media confrontations between doctors' leaders
and Mrs Barbara Castle about the battered Health Service. So I
found myself at the start of the evening awaiting the six o'clock
news in a consultant colleague's car. We were parked in the
grounds of a typical provincial hospital: a dismal fusion of
Victorian institutional and DHSS high rise architectures,
knitted haphazardly together with a collection of single storey
afterthoughts. But my consultant fiiend seemed quite content

with the practical results.
The even tones of Sir Rodney Smith, PRCS, came over the

air, describing the NHS as on the edge of a precipice. It was an

unprecedented public comment from such an authoritative
source. A few urgent seconds later Mrs Castle begged doctors
"to cool it," urging her listeners to place the NHS's difficulties
in the context of the nation's economic problems. The Service
was not, in her book, collapsing.

Much as normal?

Well, what was happening in this particular city, I wondered ?
Hospital life seemed to be muich as normal. A patient fresh from
a postgraduate tutorial joked with a consultant who assured him
that the doctors had all agreed that he would survive. The
medical unit's secretary was busily typing away "after hours,"
the domestic doing her evening "tidying up" of the unit observed
pleasantly that it was nice to have so many people to chat with-
no hard line unionist there. Later in the residents' mess the
bleepers and the telephones competed with the colour tele-
vision. There was a programme on the ailing NHS, but it
seemed to be largely ignored in the busy comings and goings of
the juniors.

Their modern accommodation, one houseman told me, was

quite good-even the food wasn't too bad. Married staff might
even be fortunate enough to have a modern, hospital-owned
house three or four miles away for an annual rent of about 1450.
Later on in the evening over a meal I was told that there was a

plentiful supply of junior staff in the group. I asked about the
hours they all worked. These ranged from 70 plus a week for the
SHO in medicine to over 100 for the neurologist and the general
surgeon. Indeed, the two preregistration housemen present
were rather worried that they were obtaining too little clinical
experience; the SHOs seemed to be grabbing the action. One
SHO thought this was partly a consequence of the administra-
tion's efforts to economise by employing doctors in his grade in
preference to registrars. The SHOs were keen to build up their
experience, he added.
The overseas surgical registrar was also critical of the

administration-in fact administrators came in for the customary
round of abuse for being unimaginative, pushing round too
much unnecessary paperwork, and resorting too often to com-

mittees instead of decisions. With better planning the young

surgeon thought that he could usefully do two more sessions of
surgery a week: at present he had an afternoon on duty with

little to do. This doctor was a temporary resident in Britain who
had come for his FRCS and experience and would soon be
returning to Asia to complete his postgraduate training, after
which he hoped to do private practice.

Gulf of ignorance

I had come to ask, among other othings, for views on the new
contract. It turned out, however, that he asked me more
questions that I could return. But he was not alone in his
confusion. There was a gulf of ignorance around the table
about the whole scheme. So, despite assurances that I had come
to listen, my role became, in part, informer. This confirmed
suspicions-at least for this hospital group, which seemed
typically apathetic to all matters political-that lack of com-
munication between the centre and hospital messes was as
much the cause of the row over the contract as was its contents.
But the other side of the coin was displayed by one of the
"mess officers" who was present. He said that junior staff were
so apathetic locally that even meetings to discuss mess facilities
attracted no more than a 20", turnout-10", was the usual
level. So what chance did national issues have for discussion
outside the cognoscenti ?
With news from other parts of the country that junior staff

were threatening industrial action in defiance of the BMA/
DHSS agreement the mess officers had suddenly found them-
selves precipitated into the unfamiliar and unwanted role of
spokesmen to the press. The collective views of the local juniors
were not known, so that an urgent meeting had been arranged,
but this microcosm of junior staff were obviously uncertain
about what protest action to take or at whom to direct it. Why
does it take a crisis before the mass of doctors take notice of
events that have been in train for months ? The consultant I
met earlier had put forward a theory. He compared medico-
political crises to a nuclear explosion: the ingredients for a
first-class row can be lying around for many months but it is
not until a "critical mass" of, say, 1000 malcontents is achieved
that fission really accelerates and produces a national outcry.
He may be right. Certainly applying this theory to the juniors I
think the "critical mass" has been reached.
They were an attractive, conscientious, capable and most un-

militant collection of doctors, yet they were bitter at having been
rushed by the BMA, as it seemed to them, into the new contract.
The back end of the BMJ was unmapped territory to them and
there seemed to have been little meaningful communication
between the messes and the regional committees in the two
years since the contract had been published. "Why," asked one
plaintively, "couldn't all juniors have been sent an individual
letter explaining the contract ? I still don't understand it."

Long-term consequences

Though most of them would stand to gain financially from the
proposed salary supplements, they feared the long-term
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consequences on their professional status. What they wanted-
and it echoed the demands of their seniors in a previous series,
"Conversations with Consultants"-in return for their pro-
fessional responsibilities was a decent salary that would preclude
the need for any financial trappings such as overtime supple-
ments. But if overtime payments were the only way of obtaining
an adequate salary then to set these at 10 and 30'", of the basic
rate was in their view derisory. The woman house surgeon
said she did not mind working long hours but the NHS should
pay for them adequately. They favoured a referendum, a view
prompted, I think, by their annoyance at reports of regional
representatives at the HJS Committee having voted against the
decisions of their regional committees.
What was the nursing staffing like ? The consensus was that

there were too many first-year nurses and too few staff nurses.
In some instances wards were dangerously short of experienced
nurses. And why should nurses still have to waste time serving
meals? There were too many nurse administrators and, sur-
prisingly, nurses in specialist units were underemployed much
of the time. This latter problem was compared with that of
commuter services-at peak hours trains were barely adequate,
out of hours they stood unused in sidings. No one offered a
solution. The current purse tightening in the area had apparently
resulted in wholesale redundancies-100 was mentioned-
among nurses in a nearby long-stay hospital.
On private practice there was little opposition to separating

it from NHS hospitals-indeed, some strongly supported the
move. But most of the juniors did not want any restriction placed
on independent practice outside the NHS: they supported their
seniors' stand on that issue. Asked about NHS reorganisation
their comments showed that it had clearly passed them all by.
"Oh, you mean the administrators' reorganisation ?" inquired
one. So far, for them the cutting edge of the Service had been
untouched.

American invasion

One of the housemen present had graduated recently from
one of Britain's newer medical schools. The evening was
enlivened by a dialogue between him and a visiting New York
surgeon, who, seated by chance at the next table, had been
intrigued by our vigorous exchanges on the NHS and asked if

he could join in. Words on the philosophy of Ivan Illich,
medical priorities, and the relative values of demographic and
clinical medicine flew thick and fast, but most amiably. The
surgeon's hospital in New York had been affected by the recent
internists' dispute and he assured the gathering that problems
over money and planning were not a prerogative of the NHS.
Research funds, too, were being cut savagely in the USA. It
transpired that his interns were paid about twice that of com-
parable NHS training grades and that they worked one night
in three-about par for the course among the juniors present,
and a ratio, one SHO observed, which could be generally
achieved in Britain if staff were properly rostered

Moonlighting, the American said, was a common problem
among the New York interns though he forbade his staff to work
for outside agencies on their nights off: one night off for study
and one for family and leisure was his rule.

There were, said one SHO, opportunities locally for juniors
to do outside work but there was no certainty whether these
were taken up much. I gained the impression that since the
April pay award this little group of doctors were not unduly
troubled about money, though three of them were still single.
It did not seem to be the financial consequences of the new
contract that worried them. Certainly, they did not demur from
views expressed in the recent HJS Committee that the high
earnings of some juniors were not always deserved.

Defence of professionalism

Their quiet defence of professional status was impressive.
One of the housemen admitted that as a student he had been
swayed by ASTMS arguments in favour of a health workers
union that included doctors and he thought that presentday
medical students were increasingly sympathetic to this trend.
The balance of power between doctors and other NHS staff was
shifting unfavourably for the medical profession. But two months
on the surgical ward had convinced him that there was a
significant difference between the doctor's professional respon-
sibility to his patients and the standard union attitude to work.
This was one reason he disliked the new contract: it verged on
the unprofessional. His change of heart may not gladden (Clive
Jenkins but it will surely encourage the many doctors who
fear for the future independence of the profession.

Can a man with cancer of the prostate cause any pathological condition
iln his wife because of this disorder ?

There is no evidence that there is any contagious factor which can be
transmitted from husband to wife in cancer of the prostate. The
treatment of the malignancy by stilboestrol, however, may cause lack
of libido and impotence which might affect the couple's sexual
activities.

Is there any evidetnce that methyle isobutyl ketonc fum2es used in ani inlk
factory are toxic wheni inhaled or- ingested ?

Methyl isobutyl ketone is a colourless, volatile, and flammable liquid
which is used as a solvent, chiefly in the lacquer industry.' There is a
low degree of hazard in industry because the irritating properties of
the vapour prevent inadvertent inhalation of toxic concentrations
which could result in narcosis. If narcosis occurs recovery is rapid
after exposure has ceased. Low concentrations cause irritation to the
mucous membranes of the eye, nose, and throat. By ingestion methyl
isobutyl ketone is only slightly toxic. Because of its defatting action
on the skin dermatitis can occur after prolonged and excessive contact.
Accumulation or chronic toxicity is non-existent and no fatalities or
unexpected untoward effects of exposed workers have been reported.
The threshold limit value recommended by the American Conference
of Governmental Industrial Hygienists is 100 ppm. Recently, cases of
peripheral neuropathy'' which occurred in workers in a printing plant

where both methyl butyl ketone and methyl isobutyl ketone had been
in use were shown to be due to exposure to the methyl butyl ketone
and not methyl isobutyl ketone.

Browning. E. Toxicity and Metabolism of Industrial Solvents. London,
Elsevier. 1965.

Billmaier, M D. et at, journal of Occupational Medictic, 1974, 16, 665.

What is the catuse of wrv neck!'

There is no clear agreement about the aetiologv of wry neck.
Although it produces severe discomfort, the lesion is usually
self-limiting; invasivc investig. tion, suchi as myelography, is not
justified, and, fortunately, nccropsv material is not available. In
young adults there is some evidence to indicate that the pain is
produced by the "jamming-up" of annular disc material between
the posterior common ligament and the anterior surface of the
vertebra. A few patients who have presernted as a tvpical torticollis
experience the gradual incr,a.ae of pain down the arm and objective
signs of radicular pressure, including weakness and reflex and
sensorv impairment, appear. Such signs may readilv be accepted
as due to a disc protrusion, and suggest that the initial lesion was
similar. Rest in or out of a collar usually produces dramatic relief.
Gentle manual treatment, sonmetimes traction in the line of the
deformity, or other simple manipulative manoeuvres can give
instant relief.
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